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We consider the influence of a magnetosonic wave propagating in a plasma across an external constant field 
on the drift instabilities of the plasma. We show that the use of a magnetosonic wave that produces 
transverse high-frequency currents in the plasma makes it possible to suppress fully the drift and 
drift-temperature instabilities of the plasma. Criteria are obtained for the influence of the magnetosonic wave 
on the drift instability, and the described stabilization method is compared with those proposed earlier. 

1. INFLUENCE OF MAGNETOSONIC WAVE ON 
LOW- FREQUENCY PLASMA INSTABILITY 

VARIOUS low-frequency instabilities (for example 
drift, flute, and ion-cyclotron) can arise in a plasma 
placed in a magnetic field. It was shown recently that 
instabilities of this type can be stabilized by producing 
a high-frequency transverse displacement of the elec
trons and ions, since the perturbations of the potential 
in such instabilities are elongated along the constant 
magnetic field. The produced high-frequency transverse 
currents short- circuit the regions where the potential is 
perturbed and thereby stabilize the instabilities. High
frequency displacement of the charges was produced by 
oscillations of the magnetic force lines[tJ or by a wave 
of the helicon type [ 2]. It is known that one of the 
methods of heating a plasma is to produce magnetosonic 
resonance[3J. It is therefore of interest to consider the 
effect of a magnetosonic wave on the indicated low
frequency instabilities. In the present paper, using the 
most dangerous instabilities as examples, we show that 
stabilization with a magnetosonic wave is more effec
tive than the previously proposed methods. 

The problem was solved for the frequency region 
wm < n < (wmwHe) 112 • The constant magnetic field was 
directed along the z axis; it was assumed that all the 
plasma parameters depend only on x. A magnetosonic 
wave propagating along the x axis produces a trans
verse displacement of the electrons in the y direction, 
inasmuch the electron and ion concentrations in the 
plasma depend on y as a result of the presence of a drift 
wave in the plasma. If the potential resulting from the 
separation of the charges is sufficient to distort the 
drift-wave potential, the drift instability can become 
stabilized. Let us estimate the values of the amplitude 
and frequency of the magnetic field of the magnetosonic 
wave satisfying the condition that the magnetosonic wave 
be able to influence the drift instabilities. 

The electric field of the magnetosonic wave is direc
ted along the x axis, and therefore the maximum elec
tron velocity at n > WHi is determined by the relation 

c H, Q Q 
Ve=e11 Vye, Vye=-Ext=---, 

Ho Ho Ww ko 

where H1 , n, and k0 are the amplitude, frequency, and 
wave number of the magnetosonic wave. The electrons 
in the drift waves have a Boltzmann distribution 
(w << kz YTe), and therefore the maximum number of 
electrons displaced by the magnetosonic wave is 
noe<~>maxiTe, where <~>max is the maximum potential of 
the perturbation in the drift wave. When displaced a dis
tance o = Htn/HoWmk0 , they produce a potential 

11>' = 4ne'n, ll>m"" ll' 
T,e(Q) ' 

(1) 

where E(Q) is the dielectric constant of the medium at 
the frequency n. The criterion for the influence of the 
magnetosonic wave on the drift instabilities can be ob
tained from the condition q,' ><~>max and takes the form 

ll' > rD'e(Q), 

where rD = (T e / 47Te 2no) 112 is the De bye radius for the 
electrons. 

2. CALCULATION OF THE CORRECTIONS TO THE 
ELECTRON AND ION DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 

The equations of motion for the electrons and ions in 
the magnetosonic wave, under the condition that WHe 
> n > wm, yield the following expression for the elec
tron and ion velocities, respectively: 

eE 
V,=- ir.!M. 

Using Maxwell's equations, we obtain 

(2)* 

2 Wp/ . Wpiz Q QZ 
- k(kE)+k E = --E -1-- [Eh]+-E. (3) 

C2 Wni C2 C2 

The magnetosonic wave under consideration has a wave 
vector k = {k0 , 0, 0}; the components of the electric 
field are given by the relations 

Q Q 
E, =--H,sin(k,x- Qt), 

Wni koc 
Q 

E, =-H,cos(k,x- Qt). 
k,c 

We assume here that 

H, (t) = e,H, cos (k,x- Qt). 

(4) 

(5) 

Determining the trajectories of the charged particles 
in such fields, we obtain for electrons 

H, 
x= ---sin(k,x-Qt)+xo, 

H,k, 
H,Q 

y = - -H--cos (k,x- Qt) + y,, 
oWniko 

z = v,,t +zo 

and for the ions H 
x=- H,~, sin(k0x-Qt)+x,, 

H,ron, 
y = H;Qk, cos (k,x- Qt) +Yo, 

z = v,,t +z •. 

*[EH] =EX H. 

(6) 

(7) 
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It is seen from (6) and (7) that it is necessary to take 
into account only the transverse displacement of the 
electrons, since the remaining displacements are small 
in comparison with them. 

We consider low-frequency instabilities in a plasma 
w « wHi• and therefore describe the behavior of the 
electrons and the ions with the aid of a drift-kinetic 
equation in the form 

ata . at« . ata . (8) 
-+Rgrad,f.+-P.c+-Pu =0, at aP.c apu 

where a = i or e. The equilibrium distribution function 
depends on the constants of the motion. For electrons 
these constants are 

H, 
x, =x+--sin(k,x- Qt), V,. = V,. 

H,k, 

Since we are considering the case n << w He, the quan
tity p. = p~/2H0 will also be conserved. The second term 
in the expression for Xo can be neglected, since 
x » H1 /koH0 ~ xH 1 /H0 • Thus, the equilibrium distri
bution function is 

f.'= f.'(x,, V., !!). 

The small correction to the equilibrium distribution 
function, corresponding to the low-frequency instabili
ties, satisfies the equation 

- ( e at ' c at • } t~') (t) =is _. k,-" +~k.-" Cfl(t')dt', 
m. iJV, H, iJx, 

(9) 

where <l>(t') is the potential of the perturbations in the 
drift wave. Replacing f and <I> in (9) by their Floquet ex-
pans ions 

f = ~ J In exp[- iwt + ikr + i(k,x + Qt)n]dk, 

CfJ = ~ J Cflm exp[- iwt + ikr + i(k0x + Qt)m]dk, 

we obtain 

/;:> = (-"--k, aj,' -~k,!.f.l_) ~ CfJPJ,(a)ln+•-P(a) 
m iJV, H, iJx, £..... (p-s)!J+w-k,V, '(10) 

('l =- (·-"-- k !1.!'._ + ~ k ap) 1 (11) 
m Mz8Vz H 0 YOX0 !t)-kzVz+nQ' 

where a= kyH1 Q/koHoWHi· Using the Poisson equation 

divE=4ne(n,-n,), (12) 

we obtain an infinite system of equations relative to <I>n: 

P,• 

where OEi and OEe are the partial contributions made 
to the dielectric constant by the ions and electrons, 
respectively. 

Since w < WHi• the expressions for o Ei and o Ee in 
the frequency region (Q » w, kzVTe; WHi < n 
< (wHiwHe)l72 are 

4ne s- ( e iJj.' c iJf,') dV, 
lle,(w) = ~ - M k, av,- H, k, iJx, w- k,V, •(14) 

~ 4ne s- ( e iJf,' c iJf,' ) lle,(w+(p-s)Q)= -, -k,---k,-
n k __ m iJV, H, iJx, 

Xln(Z,)exp(-Z,) -k V +t~ )Q+ , (15) 
(I) z z p S nCUHe 

where Ze = kiPLe/2, PLe is the Larmor radius of the 
electrons, and I is a Bessel function of imaginary argu
ment. To determine OEi(w + nQ) at n f. 0 we can no 
longer use the drift approximation, since the ions are 
not magnetized, by virtue of the condition n > WHi· To 
determine the contribution made to the dielectric con
stant by the ions at the magnetic- sound frequency, we 
must use the formula 

4ne s~ aj,' dV 
lle;(w + nQ) = Mk' -OO k iJV w- kV + nQ ' 

Multiplying both halves of the system (13) by Jn- q 
and summing over n, we obtain 

~ lle,(w+ qQ) 
- Cfln = lle,(w + nQ)<Dn + ( ln_,[/le,(w)/_,J,<Dn 

1-lle, w + qQ) 
'·' (17) 

+ lle,(w + rQ)<D,/,_, + lle,(w- rQ)<D_,J_,_,]. 

When solving this system for the frequency region under 
consideration and under the condition krn « 1, we take 
into account only the harmonics with frequencies w + nn 
with n = 0 and± 1, and take the expansion of the Bessel 
functions up to terms of second order. From the condi
tions that the system (17) have a solution under these 
conditions, we obtain the following dispersion relation 
(see the Appendix): 

(18) 
e(w) +~a'cp(Q)=O; 

[1+1le,(w)]lle,(w) 2 

1 [ 1 1 ] 
e(w) = 1 + lle,(w) + lle,(w), cp(Q) = 2 e(w + Q) + e(w _ Q) 

where a = H1 Qky/HowHiko is the argument of the Bessel 
functions. 

3. UNIVERSAL DRIFT INSTABILITY 

We consider the case of the universal drift instabil
ity [ 4J , when 

k,Vr, < w < k,Vr., n, = n,(x), 
T,=T,(x), T,=T,(x), krv~1. 

Calculating OEi and OEe under these conditions and sub
stituting the obtained relations in (18), we obtain the 
following dispersion equation for the universal drift in
stability 

- w' +1+~[w-w'(1-_!_'l']}] 
w lk,IVr. 2 

w' a' cp(Q) [ in''• { ( 1 } ----,-,- 1+--- w-w' 1--'1']} ]=o, 
!U 2 k Tv I k, IV r. 2 

cT dln n, dln T ro*=-k,--, ., __ _ 
eH, dx .,-dlnn,· 

(19) 

Let us investigate the obtained dispersion equation. 
In the absence of a stabilizing field, i.e., when H1 = 0, 
the argument of the Bessel function is a = 0, J~ = 1, and 
the dispersion equation has the usual form 

irr.''' 
w = ro*- w"211 2lk,l Vr, ' 

i.e., the instability takes place when TJ < 0. When the 
amplitude of the stabilizing field is sufficiently large, 
complete stabilization of the universal drift stability is 
observed. The stabilization threshold can be determined 
by assuming that w is real (Im w = 0). Equating separ
ately the real and imaginary parts of (19) to zero, we 
obtain the threshold values Wthr and kz.thr• Simple 
calculations show that the universal drift instability be
comes stabilized when 
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a'> k'rn'ITJI/<r(Q). (20) 

This result coincides formally with that obtained by 
Fainberg and Shapiro[ 5J. It will be shown below, how
ever, that the criterion obtained in the present paper is 
much less stringent. 

4. DRIFT-TEMPERATURE INSTABILITY 

We consider one more important case of drift
temperature instability, which leads to an anomalously 
large escape of heat in a direction perpendicular to the 
magnetic field. As is well known, this instability is due 
to Landau damping by the ions at T/ = dln Ti/d ln n0 > 2. 
The spectrum of the unstable oscillations turns out in 
this case to lie in the frequency region kz VTe > n 
?: kz VTi. Expressions for o Ei and li Ee of instabilities 
of this type can be obtained by recognizing that the resi
due on the electrons is negligible, and therefore in the 
limit n « kz VTe the electrons in the field of the wave 
have a Botlzmann distribution ne = noe4>/Te, and conse
quently 

lle, = -4ne'n. I T ,k'. (21) 

To determine o q, we use the drift-kinetic equation (8), 
from which it follows that 

n, C w'(1-'/•TJ+MV.'TJ/2T,)-k,V, /1' 
-=J dV, 
n, -w + k,V, n 0 

/!(w/k,) [w• ( 1- _!_TJ + M(~)'l)- w] 
nolk,l 2 k, 2T, ' 

4ne 6e,=-;;;-n,. 
(22) 

Substituting the obtained expressions foro Ee and o Ei 
in (18), we obtain the following dispersion relation: 

1 = __ 1_+A-1-{C w'(1-'/•TJ +MV,'t]/2T,)-k,V, f,' dV, 
k2fn 2 k2rD2 J -ro+kzVz; no 

+in /!~~~~j) [ w' ( 1 - ; 1J + k.'~T.') - w]}, 
A= 1 +a'q:>(Q) /2k'rv'· (23) 

Equating the real and imaginary parts to zero separately, 
we obtain the instability criterion with respect to T/ and 
the values of kz.thr and wthr at the instability boundary 

w ,- k.'Vx.' (t !!_) 
thr-, +A' TJW; 

k' _A (TJ/2-1) wt"' 
z.thr- B (1+B/A) T] VT.' • 

B = k'rD.'(1 + 1/ k'rn.'). 

(24) 

(25) 

The instability condition is k~ > 0. H H = 0, then A = 1 
and B = k2roi + T/T e ~ 1. Therefore the instability 
condition is satisfied either for T/ > 2 or for T/ < 0. We 
note that w/kz VTi ~ A, and consequently the phase 
velocity can be large in comparison with VTi when 
A » 1. 

The dispersion relation (23) was obtained under the 
assumption that the electronic residue is small com
pared with the ionic one. It can be shown that this as
sumption is valid if the following inequality is satisfied: 

_1 (_!1!_. T,' )'''{[~~]''• _~(-B-)'''} 
5A' M T.' 2B(A+B) T, A+B 

X exp{ (A +B) 1J - 2 } < A + B ( TJ - 2 ) 'h. 
2BTJ 28" TJ 

(26) 

When A increases, the left- hand side of the inequality 

can exceed the right- hand side, and the inequality is 
violated. This means that at large A the drift-tempera
ture instability goes over into the universal drift insta
bility, which, as shown above, is completely suppressed 
when A > 1. Estimating the value of A at which the in
equality (26) is violated, we obtain a criterion for the 
stabilization of the drift- temperature instability: 

.!!.:...;;;;s vT. <p-''•(Q). (27) 
H, c 

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

We have shown that if the displacement of the elec
trons across the constant magnetic field is several 
times larger than rocp-112(f!), then the drift instabilities 
can be stabilized. We have assumed here that cp(n) > 0. 
The value of cp(Q) can be easily obtained with the aid of 
expressions (14)- (16) for the partial contributions of 
the electrons and ions to the dielectric constant. 
Neglecting w and kz V Te in comparison with the fre
quency of the magnetosonic wave, we obtain 

'k' 'k 'k' 2 Q _ f rop• .L rope ¥X OOpe z _ (l)pi 

d )- +--, -k, -;;:;----k' --;:;:;--k' "'"""' (28) 
Wne ;::u::(l)!lt' i:IC: i:I.C: 

where k.L is the wave-vector component in the direction 
perpendicular to the external magnetic field and 
K = ld ln n/dxl. Thus, cp(Q) takes the formC 5J: 

Q _ Q'[NQ'- wv.'k,'jk'- wv.'J 
q:>( )- [NQ'- w • .'k.'/k'- wv,'l'- Q'(wp,'/w,.,') (k,'x'/k') (29) 

where N = 1 + w~ek~/wH:ek2 • It follows from (29) that 
cp(n) > 0 for the frequency regionC 5J 

In the case under consideration, stabilization takes 
place when the condition a <: krocp-112 (Q) is satisfied. 
Let us compare this criterion with the stabilization con
dition obtained by Fa1nberg and ShapiroC 5J, who obtained 
stabilization with the aid of a high-frequency electric 
field directed along the constant magnetic field. The 
criteria coincide if the quantity a in our expression is 
replaced by 

where o is the thickness of the skin layer, which gener
ally s~eaking is larger than c/wpe and can reach a value 
c/wpi s]. The thickness of the s"kin layer can increase 
as a result of the onset of ion-acoustic instability, since 
the oscillatory velocity is larger than the thermal veloc
ity of the electrons, u ~ VTe [ 5J. We note that such an 
increase is necessary, for otherwise the stabilization 
occurs, in accordance with C 5J , only in a very narrow 
layer c/wpe• For the same values of the frequencies 
and amplitudes of the high-frequency fields we have 

a ( wv,ll ) k Q 
--;; = -C - "k: { WueWnJ 1/ 2 • (31) 

This ratio is much larger than unity. In addition, as 
already noted, the magnetic sound is not concentrated 
in the skin layer as in the case ofC5 J , and stabilizes the 
instability in the entire volume. 
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It would also be of interest to compare the obtained 
criterion with the condition. obtained by Rudakov and one 
of the authorsC 1J for the stabilization of drift instabili
ties by a high-frequency magnetic field. For example, 
for the universal instability, the criterion ky V TeH1 /nHo 
» 1 under the condition kyH1/kzHo ~ B » 1, and the 
increment is decreased in this case by a factor B. The 
ratio of the magnetic- sound amplitude to the amplitude 
of the stabilizing high-frequency magnetic field Hi can 
be written in the form 

!!..!_ = Vr, (!!:)''' 5:_B-'cp-'t.(Q). (32) 
H( c M k, 

As shown by Fa1nberg and Shapiro[sJ, by a suitable 
choice of the frequency it is possible to make <P (n) lar
ger than unity or of the order of unity when the fre
quency n is approached. Thus, even for the case q; 112(n) 
~ B-\ if we recognize that ky/kz -;:;; (M/m) 112 we find 
that the amplitude ratio is H1/Hi ~ 1. It should be 
noted that the instability is completely suppressed in 
this case. The corresponding estimates made for the 
drift- temperature instability at the same temperature 
of the electrons and ions show that this ratio decreases 
by another factor (M/m) 112. 

APPENDIX 

By virtue of the assumptions n » w, kz V Te; k2r0 
~ 1, the infinite system of equations (13) reduces to a 
system of three equations for n = 0 and ± 1, in the form 

[ ~ c5e,(w-qQ) J'] 
Ill, -1- 1\e,(w)+ c5e,(w) "7" 1 + c5e,(w _ qQ) ' 

- ~ oe, (w- qQ) J J -! 
+ ID,oe,(w Q) ~ 1 + oe,(w- qQ) ' ' 

~ be,(w- qQ) 
+ q,_,oe,(w + Q) ~ 1 + be,(w _ qQ) J,J,+! = 0, (A.1) 

,, 

L be,(w-qQ) [ ( ") ID,&e,(w) /,_,/,+Ill, -1.- be, w-" 
1 + be,(w- qQ) 

X~ oe,(ro- qQ) /:_,1 + q,_,be,(w + Q) 
~ 1+be,.(co-qQ) l 

X~ be,(ro- qQ) J,+, J, ' = 0, 
~ 1+bs,(w-qQ) - (A.2) 

q 

L oe,(ro-qQ) 
ID,be,(ro) ( Q) J,Jq+l + ID,be,(ro- Q) 

1 +be, ro- q 

L oe,(ro- qQ) [ 
X J,+, /,_, + $_, -1- be,(ro + Q) · 

1 + be,.(ro- qQ) 

~ 1\e,(ro-qQ) , 1 
+ be,(ro + Q) ~ 1 + bdco- qQ) 1,+1. =0. (A.3) 

q 

To solve this system of equations, we use the condition 
OEe(w) » 1, and also the expansion of the Bessel func
tions, since we are interested in small values of the 
argument. Then the system (A.1)-(A.3) can be written 
as follows: 

A"ID' + A,ID, +A,,_,$_,= 0, 
AOIIDI + A,,ID, +A, _,$_, = 0, (A.4) 

A_,, ,Ill,+ A_~, ,Ill,+ A_,,_,$_, = 0, 

where the coefficients Ai,j are determined from the 
equations (A.1)-(A.3). From the condition for the solva
bility of the system (A.4) 

we obtain the dispersion relation (18). This equation is 
accurate to a2/2. It follows from the stabilization cri
teria (20) and (27) obtained by us for the universal-drift 
and drift-temperature instabilities that a< 1, and con
sequently the chosen accuracy with which we solved the 
system (13) is sufficient. 
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